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The manuscript presents a good insight about the runoff generation from UIB using dif-
ferent gridded precipitation products and characterized the basin as leaky and gaining.
Adjusted precipitation graph and the map indicates that the precipitation stations at the
lower elevations like Gilgit, Bunji and Skardu receives very less amount of precipitation
which is established fact thus adjustment factor is maximum for these stations. How-
ever, it is mentioned in the WAPDA reports and papers that the maximum precipitation
occurs in the elevation zone of approx. 4500 – 5100 m.a.sl. Moreover, as reported
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by different researchers and also mentioned in this manuscript that the precipitation is
largely affected by topography. Therefore, it would better to consider the topography,
which actually plays role in vertical distribution of precipitation, to adjust the precipi-
tation rather than the correction of low elevation precipitations gauges data. One sig-
nificant information one can reveal from the simulated results of the runoff model that
the good correlation with observed flows could be attributed to the increased precip-
itation (adjusted) of the stations installed at lower elevations. Therefore, increase in
precipitation could be further attributed to the excessive melt of glaciers in the ablation
zone which corroborate the findings of the previous researches that have reported thin-
ning of glaciers (losing mass) in ablations zones. Authors have well documented this
fact and cited relevant literature. Authors have made comparison between the differ-
ent gridded precipitation datasets and the measured precipitation which provides the
interesting insight e.g., HAR dataset underestimates the precipitation in Himalaya and
over predicts in the Hindukush and Karakoram (Figure 5). It is noteworthy to mention
that Himalaya region is influenced by Monsoon Precipitation and the other two regions
are nourished by westerlies. In my opinion, appropriate corrections in HAR dataset
may result better runoff simulation which could be considered for future researches.
Therefore, I would suggest authors to discuss this aspect to provide the directions for
future research. Moreover, HAR data set pattern is in-phase with the observed one
and shows the maximum precipitation in winter season for Karakoram and Himalaya
regions which also corroborates the previous findings. In addition, I would suggest au-
thors to mention the suitability of different gridded sets for the sub-catchments of UIB
for the selection of suitable one based on influential precipitation system. The paper
is good contribution to the existing knowledge and can be used as preliminary step
before any complex modelling approach using gridded datasets. The directions for the
correction of under or overestimated precipitation based on water and mass balance
are well explained.
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